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ABSTRACT

This article discusses the mechanisms utilized by state governments to collect, record, and distribute personal information gathered on citizens. States are constantly increasing the amount of personal information collected and formulating new ways to utilize that information. During this past year, the Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange program data collection pilot program reached the end of three years of federal funding. Even with the end of the Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange program, states are still seeking to increase the distribution of information previously available through the program and make the information available to all state governments. The federal government now seeks to utilize the states to collect even more information. Congress passed the REAL ID Act of 2005, which will require significant effort on the part of states to comply. Finally, both state governments and the federal government are implementing new and farther-reaching DNA collection laws. An increasing amount of the information collected by state agencies is available for distribution on both a state and federal scale. The collection and distribution of this information raises privacy concerns as an ever-increasing amount of personal information is stored in centralized databases, and access is available to government officials.

INTRODUCTION

The states collect personal information in a myriad of ways, some of which are similar to, or duplicative of, the federal government. States often face complications that are not applicable to the federal government when collecting information and attempting to share the information on a national scale. Federal privacy law is governed primarily by the Privacy Act of 1974.1 However, states have individual laws that may vary vastly in terms of what constitutes
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1 The author is a J.D. candidate at The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law, class of 2007. She holds a bachelor’s degree in political science from Indiana University of Pennsylvania and a master’s degree in political science from The State University of New York at Stony Brook.

protected information. Ten state constitutions explicitly recognize a right to privacy,2 and many states have additional laws protecting various types of privacy.3 Privacy interests receiving statutory protection include Internet, health, education, identity, and financial privacy. State laws protect these different types of privacy to varying degrees.4

The discrepancy in privacy laws among the states and the federal government played a key role in the shutdown of the Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange (“MATRIX”) program. The MATRIX program, which allowed participating states to collect information and store it in a sharable database, concluded when federal funding expired in 2005. The REAL ID Act of 2005, passed as part of the Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense, the Global War on Terror, and Tsunami Relief, 2005,5 will place additional constraints on the way states collect, share, and store personal data. The portion of the REAL ID Act that will have the greatest impact on the states promulgates rules states must follow in issuing drivers’ licenses and identification cards. States and the federal government are also working to collect a different type of information, DNA, by compiling databases of DNA profiles of persons arrested or charged with criminal activity, with an increasing emphasis on obtaining DNA samples of criminal arrestees before conviction. The collection of various types of information creates unique concerns about personal privacy as an ever-increasing amount of personal information is stored in databases, both state and federally maintained.

This article focuses on the challenges that states and the federal government face in the collection and storage of information. It also examines the MATRIX program shutdown and future alternatives to state data-mining and sharing. Exploring differing perspectives on the REAL ID Act of 2005 and the creation of the centralized databases
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required by the REAL ID Act, this article also addresses the cost of implementing the new mandates of the REAL ID Act that the states will absorb. The new DNA collection laws balance a need to stop and detect criminal activity nationwide with the personal privacy interests that persons who are not yet convicted of any offense have in their DNA.

I. MULTISTATE ANTI-TERRORISM INFORMATION EXCHANGE PROGRAM

The MATRIX ("Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange") program, which lost funding in April 2005, was a federally funded program that allowed State governments to access a combination of private and government-held personal information. The MATRIX program was similar to the federal Total Information Awareness ("TIA") program, which also was capable of aggregating and analyzing large amounts of data from different sources. The MATRIX program used the Factual Analysis Criminal Threat Solution ("FACTS") to search available resources and to gather information. Information included:

- drivers’ license records;
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• digital images;¹¹
• criminal histories;¹²
• data from the Department of Corrections as well as
  any sexual offender history;¹³ and
• commercially available public data, such as
  telephone numbers, property ownership, and any
  other publicly available commercial information.¹⁴

The information contained in FACTS was already available to local
law enforcement through other sources but was not shared beyond
state databases.¹⁵ The FACTS technology only provided a common
point of access that allowed law enforcement to search the data in the
same way that one would conduct an Internet query search.¹⁶

The MATRIX program received a total of $12 million in federal
funding from the Department of Homeland Security and the
Department of Justice.¹⁷ Additional information on the MATRIX pilot
program was previously available online. However, now that the
program has concluded, the administrators removed the information,
but questions may still be addressed through an e-mail address
provided on the web site.¹⁸

¹¹ Id.
¹² Id.
¹³ Id.
¹⁴ Id.
¹⁵ Id at 80.
¹⁶ Id.
¹⁷ William J. Krouse, CRS Report for Congress: The Multi-State Anti-Terrorism
  Information Exchange (MATRIX) Pilot Project (2004), available at
¹⁸ Multistate Anti-Terrorism Information Exchange, http://www.matrix-at.org (last visited
  Sept. 15, 2006) (website discontinued, but e-mail address is provided for questions).
A. END OF THE MATRIX PILOT PROGRAM

When the pilot MATRIX program officially concluded on April 15, 2005, the federal funding for the program had expired. Multiple concerns led to the end of the program including: the unavailability of additional federal funding, differing state privacy laws, and a lack of state participation. When the program began, fifteen states were committed to the program, but as the pilot program progressed, states began to withdraw their support.\(^{19}\) When federal funding ended, only four states still utilized the program: Connecticut, Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.\(^{20}\)

The MATRIX program was designed to facilitate information exchange among the states, but did not account for the differences in state privacy laws.\(^{21}\) The database also drew stiff criticism when it provided “government officials the names of 120,000 people whose personal information supposedly fit the profile of a terrorist.”\(^{22}\) Many law enforcement officials support the MATRIX program as an important tool and argue that the use of the FACTS technology, as aggregated by the MATRIX program, has led to many arrests.\(^{23}\) Florida and Ohio, still find that the program has value to law enforcement and plan to continue to utilize the information through the FACTS technology, but not under the heading of the MATRIX program.\(^{24}\)
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B. FUTURE OF THE MATRIX PROGRAM

The information that was available through the MATRIX program is still available through Seisint, owned by LexisNexis, although sharing capability among the states has ended. Ohio will use $259,000, annually, in federal Homeland Security funds to continue the program statewide. Florida, where the MATRIX program originated, also continues to use the programs statewide through use of the FACTS technology. In a continuing effort to create a program similar to MATRIX and to make that technology available to the states, on April 12, 2005, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement put out a call for vendors to operate a program similar to the MATRIX program, with the intention of again making it available to the states.

C. OPPONENTS OF THE MATRIX PROGRAM AND CONTINUATION

The American Civil Liberties Union (“ACLU”) has raised privacy concerns about the continuation of the program as more than 300,000 people had their information stolen from LexisNexis in 2005. Seisint has also experienced some large data breaches in the past; names, addresses, social security numbers, and drivers’ license numbers of approximately 32,000 people were exposed by hackers. The ACLU also cites general concerns with the use of data-mining technology and contends that a significant amount of the information the MATRIX program made available to law enforcement was not
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previously available. Further, there is no guarantee regarding the accuracy of the information that was contained in the MATRIX program. Concerns about inaccuracy would continue with any revival of the program or use of similar technologies.

D. PROONENTS OF THE USE OF THE FACTS SYSTEM

Defenders of the FACTS technology, which Ohio and Florida will continue to utilize, advocate its use on several grounds:

- FACTS is not a substitute for the TIA Project but is instead a query/response based system to be used only by trained law enforcement officers,

- FACTS does not contain intelligence information but rather contains only information that is already available to law enforcement officials, and

- FACTS does not perform data-mining operations, but only gathers data that is already in possession of law enforcement.

II. REAL ID

The REAL ID Act of 2005, passed as part of 109 H.R. 1268, was signed into law on May 11, 2005. The REAL ID Act contains several important new provisions. In Title I, Amendments to Federal Laws to Protect Against Terrorist Entry, the Act strengthens the
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provisions that govern when an immigrant may not be admitted into the country because of an association with terrorist activity. Additionally, the Act modifies the review process for orders of removal from the country. Title II, Improved Security for Drivers’ Licenses and Personal Identification Cards, creates minimum standards for identification cards and drivers’ licenses. Identification that meets the specifications of the Act will be necessary if a federal agency is requiring proof of identification in order for the agency to accept it as valid. There are also additional requirements that must be satisfied for issuance of identification to persons who have not attained citizenship. Persons who are only temporarily in the country are only eligible for a license or identification card that will expire when their residency in the country expires. The Act, additionally, strengthens federal jurisdiction with respect to border regulation in Title III, Border Infrastructure and Technology Integration. Title III increases federal control over border security and creates a pilot program that will result in greater border surveillance. Finally, the Act places additional controls over immigrant workers and immigrant worker status, and changes certain visa provisions for persons from Australia and nurses.

A. DRIVERS’ LICENSE AND IDENTIFICATION CARD REQUIREMENTS

Title II of the REAL ID Act of 2005 creates a new set of requirements for drivers’ licenses and identification cards in order for
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the identification to be accepted as valid by the federal government. Starting in 2008, a federal agency will not accept a state issued drivers' license or identification card that does not meet the minimum-security requirements of the Act. An acceptable identification must contain the following information.

- Full legal name;
- date of birth;
- gender;
- a card identification number;
- a digital photograph of the person;
- the address of principal place of residence;
- signature;
- a physical security feature designed to prevent duplication, tampering, and counterfeiting for any fraudulent purposes; and
- “a common machine-readable technology with defined minimum data elements.”

The Act also requires that the states only issue a personal identification card or drivers' license with proper documentation of the required information. The following information must be verified with the issuing agency for validity, and completeness.

- Name and birth date - verifiable through a photo identity document, with a non-photo identity document accepted only if it contains both a full
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legal name and birth date, such as a birth certificate.50

- Proof of social security number or verification that the person is not eligible for a social security number:
  
  o states are also required to check social security account numbers with the Social Security Administration and resolve any conflicts, and

  o should another license have been issued under the same social security number by that state or another state, it is the responsibility of the state issuing the license to resolve the discrepancy and take appropriate action.51

- Documentation showing the person’s name and principal residence, and proof of lawful status, which can be proven through several types of documentation:

  o valid documentary evidence that the person is a citizen; or

  o documentation that the person is a lawful temporary or permanent resident, conditional permanent resident, has approved asylum, has a valid nonimmigrant visa, has a pending asylum application, approved deferred action status, or proof of a pending application for adjustment.52

50 Id. at § 202, 119 Stat. at 313.

51 Id.

52 Id.
These rules also extend to temporary licenses and identification cards. Digital images of the documentation utilized to obtain a drivers’ license or identification card will be retained in electronic storage pursuant to storage requirements promulgated by the federal government.53 States are also required to maintain databases containing all drivers’ license and identification card information as well as motor vehicle histories and make that information available to other states.54 The original rationale behind strengthening federal provisions regulating drivers’ licenses was in response to the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.55 The stated rationale for increased security measures for the issuance of drivers’ licenses and identification cards is to decrease the ease of obtaining fraudulent identification, through the use of forged or inauthentic documents.56

B. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STATES

Some states’ rights advocates have argued that the REAL ID Act is beyond the appropriate reach of the federal government because it is an unfunded mandate requiring extensive effort of the states without guaranteeing federal funding.57 The Act places a significant burden on the states to bring their systems of issuing drivers’ licenses and identification cards up to federal standards by May 11, 2008.58 The Act contains a provision for the appropriation of federal funds to assist the states, but there is no specific grant to each state, only a provision

53 Id. at 119 Stat. 314 (Paper copies are to be retained for seven years and electronic copies for ten years).

54 Id. at 119 Stat. 315.

55 DEMOCRATIC STAFF OF H. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 109TH CONG., REPORT ON THREE STRIKES AGAINST THE SO-CALLED REAL ID ACT (H.R. 418): BAD FOR NATIONAL SECURITY, BAD FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES, BAD FOR VICTIMS OF PERSECUTION 18 (2005), available at http://www.house.gov/judiciary_democrats/hr418debate109cong/demhr418views2905.pdf (the REAL ID Act was previously contained in a separate bill before it was passed as part of H.R. 1268).
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that the secretary “may make grants.” Furthermore, states receive funding only if they join the inter-state compact to make information available to all other states.

The current administration claims that it will cost the states about $100 million over five years to comply with the mandates of the REAL ID Act. However, the National Conference of State Legislatures estimates that figure at somewhere between $9-13 billion. According to some estimates, it would cost $85 million to bring Pennsylvania alone up to compliance with the Act. States’ rights advocates estimate that these regulations will force State Department of Motor Vehicle employees to spend a significant amount of time verifying sources and exchanging information with various other public agencies. Some advocates speculate that all drivers’ licenses will have to be reissued to comply with the Act. The rationale behind this speculation is that even if the information contained on the license or identification card is correct and properly verified at issuance, it is likely that the documents used to obtain the identification were not properly verified, nor were they digitally recorded in the format necessary to be included in the federal database.

California, in a budget signed into law on June 30, 2006, appropriated $18.8 million and allocated 36 positions to help the state comply with the Act. A major concern in California is the possibility of chaos at the Department of Motor Vehicles (“DMV”).
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With DMV facilities already crowded by just maintaining normal business, there is concern that complying with the REAL ID Act will create even larger delays. Virginia’s REAL ID Task Force estimates the cost of implementation in Virginia at somewhere between $33 and $169 million. The Governor of Virginia has proposed an additional fee on drivers’ license renewal to help cover the cost of the program.

California and other states are still waiting on rules, expected by the end of 2006, issued by the federal government, explaining how the states are to comply with the provisions of the REAL ID Act. States wishing to begin compliance are at a standstill, waiting for federal regulations more than a year after the passage of the Act. Because of the delay in the issuance of federal rules, the National Governor’s Association is requesting that the compliance deadline be pushed back from the original May 2008 deadline.

While states are free to reject the requirements of REAL ID, there is speculation that some businesses may require a REAL ID compliant identification to complete transactions, and it will be necessary for both national and international travel. New Hampshire has tried to reject the requirements of the Act. The New Hampshire legislature has debated several bills that would keep the state from participating in the REAL ID program. Further complicating the ban, New Hampshire has been chosen as one of two states that would run a pilot program for REAL ID, obtaining a $3 million federal grant, although privacy advocates in the New Hampshire legislature oppose taking the funding. Additionally, it is possible that by failing to comply with
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the requirements of the REAL ID Act, states will limit their residents’ abilities to interact with the federal government.

C. PROONENTS OF THE REAL ID ACT

Proponents of the REAL ID Act focus on terrorism prevention as the almost sole justification for the new drivers’ license and identification card requirements. House Judiciary Committee Chair James Sensenbrenner stated

[t]he goal of the REAL ID Act is straightforward: it seeks to prevent another 9/11-type attack by disrupting terrorist travel . . . American citizens have the right to know who is in their country, that people are who they say they are, and that the name on a driver’s license is the holder’s real name, not some alias.76

By creating uniform requirements for the issuance of visas to non-residents, proponents of the REAL ID Act hope the Act will lead to better monitoring of foreign visitors. Representative Sensenbrenner cites to the case of terrorist Mohammed Atta who received a six-month visa to stay in the United States yet received a Florida driver’s license good for six years.77

Proponents also argue that these strict requirements for the issuance of a driver’s licenses will deter terrorist activity on their face.78 Drafters intend the recording of the documentation used to obtain identification to deter the use of fraudulent documentation, in hope that the requirements will deter people who would potentially obtain fraudulent identification by virtue of the requirements of the new law alone.79
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D. PRIVACY IMPACT AND CONCERNS ABOUT THE REAL ID ACT

Numerous opponents of the identification provisions of the REAL ID Act exist. One of their main concerns is that the requirements of the REAL ID Act will do nothing to deter or limit terrorist activity but will be burdensome for states and residents. Encompassed in this concern is the increased incentive to create fraudulent documentation to obtain an identification card or drivers’ license. Employees in state DMVs will not possess sufficient training to recognize these fraudulent documents, enabling fraudulent licenses to be obtained regardless of these additional protections. Also, there are privacy concerns about making the information available nationally so the states can perform the proper documentation verification. It is questionable how distribution of the necessary verification information will operate and how many state resources will be consumed to create the database. Given the requirements of the Act and the exposure to sensitive information, state employees who have access to this personal information will be subject to background checks, which could result in staffing shortages. There may also be further conflicts with state laws and exceptions, as some states have special provisions that allow the issuance of drivers’ licenses without a photo, often because people object to the photograph for religious reasons.

Much of the additional concern surrounding the REAL ID Act focuses on the new requirement that data sharing among the states occur. Sharing and integrating the information may require the use of a data broker. “[P]rivacy advocates and opponents of the ‘REAL ID’

80 DEMOCRATIC STAFF OF H. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, supra note 55, at 18.
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Act believe that entrusting such a complex enterprise to companies that have already proven incapable of protecting the data they collect may lead to even more instances of identity theft. Further, with the storage of digital images of personal records, there are additional concerns about the capability of reproducing that documentation and using it to obtain fraudulent identification. The ACLU worries that required state compliance with the REAL ID Act could amount to an “irretrievable loss of citizens’ privacy.”

Federal funding will be necessary for most states to comply with the mandates of the Act. To be eligible for funding, states will be required to add information about their residents to the national database and accept the risks inherent in the centralization of this personal information. With so much personal information digitally recorded and stored in a single database, there will be significant potential for identity theft.

III. DNA COLLECTION

All fifty states have some mechanism for collecting DNA from certain classes of convicted offenders. The federal government also has similar provisions. However, as DNA collection increases and sharing and storage of this information moves from a local scale to a national scale, privacy concerns arise about the safety of the information. Further, the United States Supreme Court never fully examined a number of provisions for DNA collection from felons. Privacy advocates question the propriety of maintaining a database of such personal information. These DNA databases are also widely accessible to employees of various law enforcement agencies. As the collection of DNA information expands to include persons who
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were arrested, but not convicted, concerns about privacy in identification through DNA increases. 93

A. RECENT COURT DECISIONS ON DNA COLLECTION

1. SUPREME COURT DECISIONS

Recently, the United States Supreme Court denied certiorari to hear whether the collection of DNA from incarcerated felons is constitutional. 94 The Court has also denied certiorari to consider whether collection is proper from parolees. 95 The Georgia statute questioned in Padgett v. Donald 96 mandates the collection of DNA samples from all incarcerated felons for analysis and storage in a database maintained by the Georgia Bureau of Corrections. DNA samples can be collected through various means but most often is obtained through scraping the inside of the cheek with a swab. The DNA profiles of these persons are available for release to “federal, state, and local law enforcement officers upon a request made in furtherance of an official investigation of any criminal offense.” 97 In the lower court, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, the Appellants, incarcerated felons in the Georgia Department of Corrections, argued that this statute violated their constitutional rights because it amounted to an unreasonable search and seizure, is unreasonably vague, deprived them of due process, and violated their privacy rights. 98 The Eleventh Circuit rejected these arguments. 99 The United States Supreme Court has never addressed the issue of whether a person’s rights are violated by the collection, categorization, and sharing of DNA; however, with increasingly stringent DNA collection mandates on both the state and federal levels, the Court may be forced to adjudicate this issue.
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2. LOWER COURT CHALLENGES TO THE DNA COLLECTION LAWS

The first case that challenged the constitutionality of mandatory DNA sampling from convicted felons was *Jones v. Murray* in the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit.100 The court found that the government interest in preventing crime outweighed the convicted felon’s limited privacy interest for two reasons:

- the state interest in deterring recidivism among felony offenders is a more important interest when balanced against the minimal intrusion that occurs from taking a DNA sample from an already convicted offender and the questionable claim of privacy in their identity after conviction, and

- the requirement that persons incarcerated before this law had taken effect give a DNA sample does not constitute a retroactive sentence.101

Persons are now challenging, on privacy grounds, federal law that mandates DNA collection from everyone convicted of a federal felony.102 The DNA Backlog Elimination Act of 2000 is also challenged on grounds that there is no limit on the use of DNA nor is there any statutory mandate concerning how long DNA can be stored and utilized by law enforcement.103 Additionally, litigants have challenged the Act’s requirement that persons convicted of non-violent felonies must submit DNA samples, based on evidence that persons convicted of non-violent crimes are no more likely than the general population to be convicted of a crime.104


101 *Id.* at 310-11.


103 *Id.*

104 *Id.*
A Massachusetts man, Richard Frank, is going to trial in the Boston Municipal Court for refusing to give a DNA sample. The sample was forcibly taken from him after he was arrested, with four corrections officers forcing him to submit, holding him down, and pricking his finger to draw blood sufficient to obtain a DNA sample. Frank is the first person in Massachusetts to refuse to provide his DNA, a crime punishable by Massachusetts statute. This law provides that “[a]ny person required to provide a DNA sample pursuant to this chapter and who refuses to provide such DNA sample shall be subject to punishment by a fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment in a jail or house of correction for not more than six months or both.”

B. NEW FEDERAL LEGISLATION

The Senate reauthorized the Violence Against Women Act on October 3, 2005, and President Bush signed it into law on January 5, 2006. This Act allows DNA samples from federal criminal arrestees to be included in the National DNA Index System (“NDIS”). DNA is analyzed pursuant to the Combined DNA Index System (“CODIS”), established in 1990. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) designed and now maintains CODIS. CODIS is a three-tiered
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The highest level is the NDIS system, which enables law enforcement to share DNA information on a national level. Sublevels are both local and state databases that allow sharing information on a more limited scale.

Under the proposed law, as soon as a person is charged in a pleading, the government places their information in the NDIS. The database holds the person’s information solely because he or she is a federal criminal arrestee. There is no requirement that he or she be a violent offender. Additionally, defendants not convicted of the offense must opt out of the NDIS if they want their information removed. A person may request removal by:

- sending a certified copy of the final court order stating that a conviction has been overturned to the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation; or
- by sending the Attorney General either a certified copy of the final court order in which a charge has been dismissed, acquitted or stating that no charge was filed within the appropriate time period.

Current federal law allows states the leeway to take DNA samples on arrest and include those DNA samples in lower level – state and federal – databases. The current law does not allow uploading of DNA information into the federal NDIS database until the person is convicted. Under the proposed law, information can enter the NDIS
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before bringing formal charges or even if formal charges are never brought. The arrestee bears the burden of having his information removed from the NDIS.\(^\text{122}\)

**C. State Provisions for the Collection of DNA**

While all fifty states have some mechanism for DNA collection from certain offenders,\(^\text{123}\) some states have also begun collecting DNA from persons arrested for certain crimes. Virginia became the first state to create a DNA database in 1989. In 2002, Virginia enacted a provision that allows taking a DNA sample for analysis from every person arrested for the commission or attempted commission of a violent felony.\(^\text{124}\) The results of these DNA analyses are made directly available to all local, state, and federal law enforcement officials.\(^\text{125}\) Louisiana has enacted a similar statute that allows for the collection of DNA from persons arrested for certain offenses.\(^\text{126}\) Starting in 2009, in California, adults arrested for any felony offense will be required to submit to a DNA test and that information will be filed in a DNA database.\(^\text{127}\) This California law was passed as part of Proposition 69, and privacy advocates argue that this new law will make it difficult for persons who are not subsequently convicted to have their information removed from the database.\(^\text{128}\) The proposition requires that persons who wish to have their information removed from the database take the following three steps.
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Even if the arrestee follows these steps, the judge may still decide not to remove their DNA information from the database, and the decision is not appealable. This type of DNA collection is troubling to privacy advocates, because DNA can be taken and added to a database without conviction and arrest requires a much lower standard of suspicion.

States collect DNA with varying frequency for a variety of offenses at varying stages of criminal prosecution. Utah and Maryland collect DNA from persons convicted of certain misdemeanor offenses as well as felonies. Most states that have DNA collection programs, have DNA collection provisions for misdemeanor violent crimes and misdemeanor sex crimes. A minority of states collect DNA from all adults convicted of any felony, but some limit this collection to persons convicted of a violent felony, while others include juveniles in this collection process. Only California,
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Louisiana, New York, Texas, and Virginia have mechanisms for sampling upon arrest.135

D. RATIONALE FOR ALLOWING DNA COLLECTION FROM ARRESTED FELONS

The rationale for collecting DNA from convicted felons is that convicted felons forfeit their privacy rights when found guilty.136 This theory falls apart when we consider the implications of taking DNA from persons who are only arrested or charged with a crime.137 DNA collection has also been justified as a “special needs” search under the Fourth Amendment because there is no probable cause requirement or judicial authorization required for the search.138 The special needs doctrine allows for searches in contexts where there is no suspicion sufficient to justify getting a warrant for the search.139 There are inconsistencies in the special needs doctrine and no clear pattern for circumstances that fit within the doctrine, which includes taking DNA samples from those convicted of crimes.140 Experts question whether taking DNA from arrestees, rather than from persons already convicted, will fall within this exception to the warrant requirement.141 It is likely that courts will be called upon to decide whether taking DNA samples from arrestees without a warrant is a constitutionally permissible search. As discussed above, cases are currently being litigated in state courts to determine the constitutionality of certain provisions for the collection of DNA and how these provisions balance against a person’s right to privacy in his or her own DNA.
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E. Privacy Concerns Implicated in DNA Collection

Privacy advocates are especially concerned about these new rules. “This clearly opens the door to all kinds of race- or ethnic-based [police] stops,” according to privacy protective statements made by James Dempsey of the Center for Democracy and Technology.142  The concern is that persons suspected of any wrongdoing or persons who police simply suspect, without more, can be stopped, arrested, and their DNA nationally compared and analyzed without sufficient suspicion that they have committed any particular crime. Additionally, pursuant to the amendment contained in the Violence Against Women Reauthorization, information will be uploaded into a national database upon arrest, as opposed to the current rule where information is not uploaded until the person is convicted.143  A person now has to opt out of the database if he or she is not convicted, which can place a substantial burden on a person who has the misfortune of being arrested for a crime of which he or she was not convicted.144

Many state statutes provide penalties for improper usage of DNA information contained in databases designed only for investigatory purposes.145  States such as Alabama, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, New York, South Dakota, and Vermont have laws that make tampering with DNA evidence or a DNA sample a criminal felony.146  In some states, there is no provision at all for improper treatment of DNA samples collected from offenders.147  States are similarly divided when it comes to protecting DNA databases from improper usage by unauthorized persons. It is a Class B or C felony in some states to improperly use the DNA database. In other states, there
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is no criminal penalty for unauthorized use and access to the DNA samples and information.\textsuperscript{148}

Researchers can use DNA databases, legally, for purposes other than criminal investigations according to certain state statutes.\textsuperscript{149} In Alabama, researchers can use information contained in the DNA samples obtained pursuant to convictions for research about the causation, detection, or prevention of disease and disability, and the broad category of assisting human endeavors in educational or medical research if researchers remove identifying information.\textsuperscript{150} Some additional statutes are unclear about the acceptability of additional research, while others expressly prohibit any use of DNA samples other than those strictly related to investigatory purposes.\textsuperscript{151} Further concerns include the fate of DNA samples after the necessary information has been gathered and entered into the database. Many states still have unclear rules about what happens to the samples after DNA information is obtained and cataloged.\textsuperscript{152}

There are additional concerns about having so much data in one place. With respect to large databases, there is an increased risk that those databases will be breached because they create a single target.\textsuperscript{153} With the recent theft of approximately 145,000 consumer profiles from ChoicePoint,\textsuperscript{154} it is clear that having such a large database of DNA information creates a target for security breaches, which could lead to the release of incredible amounts of DNA information.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

The types of technologies discussed in this article allow the government to collect an ever-increasing amount of information about its citizens. The MATRIX program allowed for the aggregation of a
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significant amount of government-held and publicly available information into a searchable format. States are still attempting to find ways to use this data, while overcoming the obstacles of differing state participation and enthusiasm for these types of initiatives. States also face the obstacles of overcoming differing state privacy laws and opposition from privacy-oriented interest groups such as the ACLU.

The ACLU is also opposed to the REAL ID Act, which among other provisions, mandates that states create a system of drivers’ licenses and identification cards that comply with federal standards. The creation of this national system of identification also requires that states store and make available to other states and the federal government a large amount of personal information. Objections to this innovation in storage and the use of searchable technology are most likely similar to those objections to the MATRIX program because the REAL ID database will be a searchable database of personal information and digital images of personal identification documents.

The DNA collection provisions that states and the federal government are enacting provide another way that the states and the federal government can collect and catalog information. New provisions allow information to be collected upon arrest, implicating a number of personal privacy issues that previously constituted a less complex question about the rights of those already convicted of a crime. As these new issues emerge with DNA collection from arrestees, the creation of new systemized identification cards and drivers’ licenses, and states investigating the creation of programs similar to the MATRIX program, states will have to balance the interest of protecting personal privacy with the legitimate government objectives that these programs advance, primarily preventing terrorist activities and future crime.